Abstract-Lightweight block cipher algorithms are vital for constrained environment. There are three factors should be considered when you design lightweight block cipher algorithm which are security, performance and cost. In this paper, we have improved the cost factor of OLBCA algorithm by decreasing the number of Substitution box (S-box) without a major effect on other factors. Also, we have applied three attacks, which are differential, integral and boomerang attacks. From the result, it can be seen that our proposed algorithm has less cost than other algorithms and still secured.
INTRODUCTION
No doubt that the life is changing tremendously especially in information technology and the needs of Security system to protect data is becoming crucial [1] . Generally, it is difficult to suggest a cryptographic algorithm that can suit to all types of target devices. However, it is unsuitable to use common cryptographic algorithms in specific devices with extremely constrained resources [2] . The fundamental principles and trends to design algorithms were proposed for implementation in the devices with extremely low resources and some different extent in the design aspect of the common cryptographic algorithms. Therefore, it is necessary to support a modern cryptographic lightweight algorithm [2] . A designer of the lightweight cryptography must be aware the importance of the balancing the three factors which are the security, the cost (Gate Equivalent GE), and the performance. Many lightweight block cipher algorithms are proposed like PRINCE [3] , PRINT [4] , PRESENT [5] , mCrypton [6] , KLEIN [7] , Lblock [8] , TWINE [9] and LED [10] .But in this paper, we are going to improve the cost factor of OLBCA algorithm by decreasing the number of Substitution box (S-box) without a major effect on the other factors. Also, we will apply three attacks: differential, integral and boomerang attacks on the proposed algorithm.
II.
OLBCA LIGHTWIGH ALGORITHM OLBCA is a 64-bit plaintext and 80-bit key size. There are 22 rounds in the proposed algorithm. In each round, there are 12 (4-bit) S-boxes, bit permutation, rotations, XOR, word permutation and key schedule. OLBCA has three layers except the last round has four layers. All the layers have been shown in details in Figure (1 
• Rotate left the MASTER key by P-bit and the initial value for P =13 • MASTER key = MASTER key << 13.
• The value of P for next round will increment by 2.
• Take the last 16 bits of MASTER key for encryption algorithm.
III. PROPOSED LIGHTWEIGHT ALGORITHM The improvement was done by decreasing the number of S-boxes. The number of S-boxes in OLBCA was 12 S-boxes which means high confusion and high cost. This paper tries to propose algorithm with lower cost than OLBCA and at the same time without a major effect in security. The proposed algorithm uses 8 S-boxes instead of 12 Sboxes. Also, the proposed algorithm does XORing the first 32bits of key with first 32bits of plaintext. The number of rounds in our proposed algorithm is equal to the number of rounds in OLBCA algorithm. The layers of the proposed algorithm are shown in the Figure ( 2).
IV.
COST DISCUSSION One of the most important factor is the cost. According to [12] , we can calculate the cost of our proposed algorithm. The details of calculating the cost of our proposed algorithm as follows:
1. The cost of saving 1bits is 6 GE. In the proposed algorithm, we have 64bits for plaintext and 80bits for key. The total cost for plaintext and key as follows: Plaintext = 64 * 6 = 384 GE. Key = 80 *6 = 480 GE 2. The cost for each S-box is approximately 22GE. In the proposed algorithm, we have 4 S-boxes. The total cost of four S-boxes is 8 * 22 = 176 GE. 3. The cost of 16bit XOR is 34. 5 approximately. In this proposed algorithm, there are seven 16bits XOR. The total cost for XOR is 43.5* 7 = 304.5 GE. 4. There is 50 GE as additional cost. From Table (1), the cost of the proposed algorithm is the lower cost compared with the other algorithms.
V. SECURITY DISCUSSION The cryptanalysis is the important factor to test the security of the algorithm. To measure the security of any algorithm, this is done by using the cryptanalysis. We will apply three attacks: differential attack, integral attacks and boomerang attack.
A. Differential Cryptanalysis
The most powerful way to gauge the resistance of any encryption algorithm against a differential cryptanalysis is done by counting the minimum active S-box [13] [14] [15] . The Table ( 2) shows the number of active S-box for proposed algorithm and others algorithms. We can conclude from the Table ( 2), the number of active S-boxes of proposed algorithm is better than TWINE and PRESENT which means the proposed algorithm is more resistant than them. While OLBCA is better than our proposed algorithm while the numbers of active S-boxes are closed.
B. Integral Cryptanalysis It is one of the important attacks and each algorithm designer needs to apply this attack on his or her algorithm in order to check the algorithm resistance against this attack. The important step for this attack is to build a distinguisher table and from this table we will know in which round this attack can reach [15] . This attack has been applied on proposed algorithm and other algorithms. The comparison between proposed algorithm and other algorithms is shown in Table ( 3). We can conclude from Table (3) that integral cryptanalysis can reach to round 10 with proposed algorithm which closer to round 8 with OLBCA algorithm. Also, the proposed algorithm is better than TWINE algorithm and it is closer to PRESENT.
C. Boomerang Cryptanalysis
The first step to amount this attack is to know the number of active S-boxes in each round. The second step is to use the following Equation (4) to calculate the probability of distinguisher of this attack. The Equation is:
Where ‫‬ ଶ Ǥ ‫ݍ‬ ଶ is the probability of distinguisher and ‫ܵܣܰ‬ is the number of active S-boxes. When the probability of distinguisher is less than ʹ ି ௧௫௧ ௦௭ , we can say the attack can't go forward [18] . We can conclude the results from Table (4) that boomerang cryptanalysis can reach to round 10 with proposed algorithm and to round 11 with TWINE algorithm which means the proposed algorithm is better. While the boomerang cryptanalysis can reach round 8 with OLBCA and round 7 with PRESENT which closer to round 10 of proposed algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION This paper has enhanced OLBCA by decreasing the cost without a major effect in security. Also, we have presented comparisons for cost and security between proposed algorithm and other algorithms. To sum up results, the proposed algorithm has lower cost than OLBCA and other algorithms. Regarding to security side, the proposed algorithm is better than TWINE algorithm and closer to OLBCA algorithm and PRESENT algorithm.
